Playwriting Challenge #2: The Main Character

Draw your character:

Who is your character?
A human? An animal?
What color is their hair?
What color are their eyes?
How big are they?
What are they wearing?
How do they move?
What else is special about them?

Try to include as much detail as you can!

My character’s name is:
List 5 words to describe your character:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

List 5 of your character’s favorite things:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My character lives:
(This is your setting!)

What my character wants most in the world is:
(This is your objective!)
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List 3 ways your character will try to get this thing they want most:
(These are your tactics to move through the story!)

1.

2.

3.

My Character’s biggest fear is:
(This is part of your conflict!)

My Character’s deepest secret is:
Supporting Characters

My Character’s best friend is:

Who are the friends?

Who are the Enemies?

How will Friends help?
List 3 ways:
1. 
2. 
3. 

How will Enemies hinder?
List 3 ways:
1. 
2. 
3. 
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Do any of these characters have their own secrets?
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